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Beijing Golden Way Scientific Co., Ltd.
established in 1998, focusing on high precision optical components 
manufacturing and lens assembling. After more than 20 years of sustained 
effort, now it has a whole set of optical processing facilities, from raw 
material cutting, grinding, polishing, to final coating and cementing, as 
well as a complete set of top-level metrological instruments, including 
ZYGO Interferometer, TRIOPTICS Spherometer, OptiSpheric, PrismMaster and 
Spectrometer Lambda 950 from P.E., etc. .

During the past 20 years, basing on our expereince in dealing with thousands 
of kinds of optics, we choosed very commonly used optical components, 
including optical lenses, prisms, windows and mirror substrates as our 
catalog items. Most of them will be on the way to you in 24 hours once 
you find the parts fit your application and place an order. Certainly, Golden 
Way always welcomes your any custom optics inquiries, and our affluent 
experience in OEM manufaturing will help you finding out the most 
economic performance.

According to our years of rich experience and practical ability on optical 
components production, now we have better capacity to branch out into lens 
assembling, which helps us to provide our customers more comprehensive 
and systematic products and service.

We believe that, through our continuous effort, Beijing Golden Way Scientific 
Co., Ltd. will become your reliable supplier and one of the best cooperators 
in your business.  

You could reach us through fax, e-mail, letter, or by phone directly. Generally 
Golden Way will answer your optics inquires within 24 hours
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